
Reply to the comments of Reviewers: 
Formatting conventions used: 
 
• Copy of reviewers comment (Calibri italic) 
 

Our replies and comments (Calibri regular) 
 

Text from the revised version of the MS (Times New Roman) 
 
Reply to the comments of anonymous Referee #1: 
 
We are very grateful for and flattered by the positive comments. The importance of the 
processing algorithm has been stressed by a change of the articles title which was suggested 
by reviewer #2. 
 
•“spin-noise does not decay”  
Concerning the phrase “spin-noise does not decay” we agree that this is misleading and have 
recast the formulation to be more physically precise in the Conclusion Section. The issue has 
also been raised by reviewer #2. 
 

The unique properties of spin noise, in particular its average power being constant, 
while phase memory is lost with the usual time constant T2*, and the absence of a 
defined starting point in time together with spin noise tuning optimization (Nausner 
2009, Pöschko 2014) make it possible to use a quasi-continuous acquisition 
technique. Thus, one can obtain raw noise data of arbitrary duration while applying 
constant magnitude magnetic field gradients in different directions.. 

 
 
 
• The use and evaluation of the SART technique is interesting, especially since it is not used 
much in image reconstruction 
 

With respect to the 3D SART method, we are aware of the existence of commercial 
3D implementations for MRI, which are not easily accessible within the academic 
world. In the revised manuscript we will append at the end of Section 3: 
 
“We note that the SART algorithm can also applied to all three dimensions in a single 
step without intermediate 2D data (Mueller et al. 1999), but this has not been done 
here due to higher computational demands and the easy availability of well-tested 
open-source 2D SART variants.” 

 
 
 
Reply to the comments of anonymous Referee #2: 
 
We’d like to thank for the positive comments and very constructive criticism and 
suggestions. 
Below, we are addressing the specific comments in order of occurrence: 



 
• Since sensitivity of the spin noise is closely related to the magnitude of radiation damping, I 
would like to suggest some comment on this issue. It would be helpful to know the radiation 
damping constant of the H2O/D2O system and compare it to the T2 spin-spin relaxation 
time. Since radiation damping is involved in providing a coupling between spin system and 
RF coil this has a very significant impact on practicability, efficiency and successful 
application of spin noise. 
 

To address this issue, we made additions in two places in the revised manuscript: 
 
(1) We added the definition of the radiation damping rate constant as Eq. 1 (p.3 l.77) 

together with a note to its importance for the sensitivity.  
 
“While the sensitivity of spin noise acquisition depends in a highly non-linear way on the 
radiation damping rate 𝜆"#$  (McCoy and Ernst, 1989), (Nausner et al., 2009), (Pöschko et 
al., 2017) in this imaging regime it is proportional to the radiation damping rate at 
equilibrium. 
 
𝜆"#$ = &'
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Here, the only variables which depend on the instrumental setup are the filling factor η, 
and the probe quality factor Q, while the gyromagnetic ratio γ and µ0, the permeability of 
vacuum are immutable. Note that apart from maximizing the coupling between the spins 
and the rf-circuit by increasing η and Q the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of spin noise 
detected experiments can be improved by reducing the noise from all other sources.  
 
(2) To provide some comparable values for different setups we inserted in the Materials 

an Methods Section: 
 
“The radiation damping rate of this phantom in the probe used was determined as 𝜆"#$ =
611.4	rad/s under the conditions of the imaging experiment while the transverse 
relaxation rate in the absence of radiation damping was 1/T2 = 2.632 rad/s.” 

 
 
 
• 160 pg.7 “In a first approximation, noise acquisition can be modeled as analogous to the 
simplest conventional 1DNMR experiment 160(Fig. 3a), with a very short random phase 
excitation pulse.” This is not accurate enough statement. Simplification could be misleading. 
By no any means one can perform NMR experiment with comparable number of excitation 
pulses to the number of spins. Therefore the statistic in both cases will be very different. 
Each spin posses its own phase and typically contributes to the magnetization and overall 
statistic gives M∼square root[N]. Simplest conventional NMR with very short random pulses 
will not yield such relation. “ 
 

The analogy we have used is admittedly crude and not even a “first approximation” 
which is not even required in that context. We actually are using this analogy mostly 
internally when testing spin noise-based coherence transfer experiments by 
inserting a short pulse for quick testing. But that is not the case in the experiments 



we report here. So, we will remove this passage and just refer to the mode of 
generating images from field gradients during acquisition. (Now p.8 ll 195ff): 
 
“As in a conventional single pulse NMR experiment (Fig. 3a), the direction of the 
projection is determined by the magnetic field gradient active during acquisition.” 

 
 
• “160 p.7 “For each angle φM angles for θ”, I would suggest considering a different 
character for M as in NMR this symbol is generally reserved for the magnetization. “ 
 

Agreed, the symbolic name space is getting crowded. We now use U and V instead of 
N and M. throughout the MS. Figure 6 has been updated to U and V as well, because 
it referenced M and N. 

 
 
 
• l165. pg.7 “Due to the non-deterministic nature of the spin noise phase, it is not possible to 
accumulate the raw phase sensitive data directly in the time-domain (as it is usually done), 
as this would lead to signal cancellation.” The statement “Non-deterministic” needs future 
explanation. Is non-deterministic nature because of uncertainty principle or simple due to 
the phase time dependence and lack of possibility to acquire enough signal to be observed at 
the unique phase value at the acquisition time adequate to the linewidth? In physics, the 
statement “non-deterministic nature” rises often a lot of ambiguity.  
 

For sure we did not mean non-deterministic nature because of uncertainty principle. 
I’d prefer to leave the philosophical considerations, which would extend into a 
prolongation of the long-standing discussion of spin noise being spontaneous or 
induced. So, we write write in the revision, leaving the source of randomness open 
(Now: p.8 l.201): 
 
“Due to the random phase of spin noise, direct accumulation of raw phase sensitive 
data in the time-domain (as it is usually done for pulsed experiments) leads to signal 
cancellation” 
 

 
 
 
• 170 pg.7 “Relaxation not being an issue any recycling delay can be omitted” This is too 
generic statement especially when later in the manuscript the relaxation factor in eq.(3) is 
used with different meaning. I would suggest being more specific and add spin-lattice 
relaxation. On the other hand spin-spin relaxation is still relevant and important.  
 

“Relaxation” is indeed to broad a term here. In the revision we will change that part 
to:  
 
“Longitudinal relaxation not being an issue in the absence of rf-pulses any recycling 
delay can be omitted.”(now p.8 l 205) 

 



In the context of the SART algorithm we will clarify (p.10 l.237): 
 
 “the image reconstruction relaxation factor r (with no relation to spin relaxation).” 
(now l.285 p.10) 

 
 
 
• Significant part of the manuscript is devoted to SART-based iterative image reconstruc- tion 
technique. However, this does not have explicit reflection in the title of the article. I would 
suggest considering including in the title the statement “SART” so this could better reflect 
the scope of the work as well as improve search-ability of the article.  
 

We will change the MS title to: “Nuclear spin noise tomography in three dimensions 
with iterative SART processing”, provided this is OK for the Editors. 

 
 
 
• l315 pg.13 “unique properties of spin noise, in particular that it does not decay and has no 
defined starting point in time”. “Spin noise does not decay”, is not an accurate statement. 
Spin noise originates by spin fluctuations which they exist all of the time. By the property of 
such fluctuations they will never disappear and at the same time they will decay. 
Autocorrelation of fluctuations exhibits an exponential behavior which mirrors the free 
induction decay. On the other hand the linewidth of spin noise spectrum is related to T2 
relaxation that is associated with FID which always involves loosing the phase coherence and 
magnetization decay. If spin noise does not decay, this naturally requires T2 relaxation time 
being infinitely long and linewidth should approach 0.0 Hz which is beyond objective reality.  
 

We agree with the reviewer’s comments and will change that part of the Conclusion 
Section to (now: p.13 l.398): 
 
The unique properties of spin noise, in particular its average power being constant, 
while phase memory is lost with the usual time constant T2*, and the absence of a 
defined starting point in time together with spin noise tuning optimization (Nausner 
2009, Pöschko 2014) make it possible to use a quasi-continuous acquisition 
technique. Thus, one can obtain raw noise data of arbitrary duration while applying 
constant magnitude magnetic field gradients in different directions. 
 


